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ABSTRACT
Interdomain network configuration errors can lead to dis-

astrous financial and social consequences. Although sub-
stantial progress has been made in using formal methods to
verify whether network configurations conform to certain
properties, current tools focus on a single network. The fun-
damental challenge of configuration verification in an inter-
domain network is privacy, because each autonomous system
(AS) treats its network configuration files as private informa-
tion and is not willing to share it with others. In this paper,
we take a first step toward interdomain network configu-
ration verification and propose InCV, a privacy-preserving
interdomain configuration verification system based on data-
oblivious computation. Given an interdomain network, InCV
allows ASes to collaboratively simulate the running of the
network and verify the resulting interdomain routing infor-
mation base (RIB) without revealing their network configu-
rations to any party. Preliminary evaluation using real-world
topologies and synthetic network configurations shows that
InCV can verify an interdomain network of 32 ASes within
∼52 minutes with reasonable overhead.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [26] is the de facto

routing protocol used in interdomain networks. Interdomain
BGP configuration errors can cause substantial social and
financial losses in interdomain networks. In October 2021,
Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp suddenly became un-
reachable [3], with browsers displaying DNS errors when
attempting to open them. It was believed the outage was
caused by a BGP-related configuration error, which took the
operators over 5 hours to fix. Cloudflare suffered an outage
in 2019 that affected websites around the world [2]. Accord-
ing to Cloudflare, over 16 million Internet sites utilized their
services for performance enhancement, DDoS mitigation, or
other features. In November 2018, Nigerian internet service
provider MainOne admitted that it made a configuration
error during a network upgrade [4]. That error caused a dis-
ruption of key Google services by routing traffic to China
and Russia.

Given these frequent and serious outages in the real world,
it is a top priority for network operators to ensure the correct-
ness of interdomain BGP configurations. To this end, most
interdomain network operators depend on query-based tools
(e.g., ping, traceroute, and looking glasses) and human in-
teraction (e.g., the NANOG mailing lists and the INOC-DBA
phone systems). However, these tools are not only ineffi-
cient and error-prone, but also can only find errors after
deployment.
Network configuration verification: preventing config-
uration errors before deployment using formal meth-
ods. Over the past decade, substantial progress has been
achieved by network configuration verification tools [1, 6, 7,
13–15, 19, 22, 25, 28, 29, 35, 37]. These tools analyze network
configurations before they are deployed on network devices
to decide if they will compute a requirement-compliant data
plane. Many companies have deployed configuration verifi-
cation tools in their production networks (e.g., Batfish [14]
and Hoyan [35]).
Proposal: preventing interdomain network errors us-
ing interdomain configuration verification. With the
success of these tools [1, 6, 7, 13–15, 19, 35, 37], we propose
to extend network configuration verification to prevent net-
work failures in interdomain networks. The fundamental
challenge of the proposal lies in privacy. Specifically, in an
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Figure 1: An example of an interdomain network to
illustrate the need for interdomain configuration veri-
fication.
interdomain network, each AS considers its routing configu-
rations as highly sensitive information and must keep them
private. In contrast, existing network configuration verifica-
tion tools require collecting all the routing configurations
as input because they work under the setting of a single
network. A strawman solution is to deploy a configuration
verification tool at a trusted third party. However, such a
third party would become a single point of failure and secu-
rity vulnerability, and it is also hard to find such a party in
the current operation of interdomain networks.

Another design is to build a shadow BGP network among
ASes where ASes can interact to compute and check the
correctness of their data plane. This simple approach ap-
pears reasonable but has the following drawbacks: (1) it is
inefficient when verifying network properties under com-
plex scenarios. For example, to verify reachability under k
link failures [6], ASes have to run in the shadow network
for 𝐶𝑘

𝑛 times to cover all possible failure scenarios; (2) it re-
quires ASes to reveal their private data planes to other parties,
which would cause unnecessary information leakage.
InCV: privacy-preserving interdomain configuration
verification. To address the fundamental privacy challenge
of interdomain configuration verification, we design InCV, a
privacy-preserving interdomain configuration verification
system, using secure multi-party computation (SMPC). InCV
leverages Shamir’s secret sharing [27] to allow participating
ASes to collaboratively verify their BGP configurations while
keeping them private. We implement a prototype of InCV
and preliminary results using real-world topologies with
synthesized configurations show that InCV can verify an
interdomain network of 32 ASes within ∼52 minutes with
reasonable storage and communication overhead.
2 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

In this section, we demonstrate the importance of interdo-
main configuration verification using a motivating example
and introduce related background.
2.1 A Motivating Example

Consider the network in Figure 1. All AS routers are config-
ured with standard BGP configurations, with the exception

of AS B preferring AS E as the next hop and AS S filtering
out all routes containing AS E. In such a setting, it is easy to
observe that AS S cannot reach the IP prefix P. In real-world
operations, AS S can only find that it cannot reach P after all
ASes deploy their configurations. To troubleshoot this issue,
operators typically need to use query-based tools (e.g., ping,
traceroute, and looking glasses) and ask for help on public
forums (e.g., the Nanog Mailing List). During the time of
troubleshooting, the IP prefix P will keep being unreachable
from AS S, causing financial and social loss. In contrast, if
a network configuration verification tool can be deployed
in this interdomain network, AS S can find this error before
all ASes deploy their configurations, avoiding unnecessary
service interruption and loss.
Privacy: the fundamental challenge of interdomain
configuration verification. Given the fact that ASes prefer
not to reveal their BGP configurations and that all current
configuration verification tools require configurations as
input, we argue that a practical interdomain configuration
verification tool must be able to function while keeping ASes’
configurations private. Operators’ feedback to our brief sur-
vey on the NANOG Mailing List [30] also corroborates this
point of view.
2.2 Background on Secure Multi-Party

Computation
Secure multi-party computation (SMPC) [33] addresses

scenarios in which 𝑛 parties 𝑃𝑖 , ..., 𝑃𝑛 hold private inputs
𝑥1, ..., 𝑥𝑛 and wish to compute 𝑦 = 𝑓 (𝑥1, ..., 𝑥𝑛) in such a
way that all parties learn 𝑦 but no 𝑃𝑖 learns anything about
𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 , except what is logically implied by the result 𝑦 and
the particular input 𝑥𝑖 that he already knew.

An SMPC algorithm consists of multiple SMPC primitives
(e.g., addition, multiplication and comparison). There are
different ways to build SMPC primitives. In this paper, we
choose to use Shamir’s secret sharing [27] because it has
been proven to be efficient for designing SMPC primitives
involving multiple parties (e.g., 𝑛 > 2) and has good scalabil-
ity [9, 23].

Shamir’s secret sharing. A (𝑡, 𝑛)-Shamir’s secret sharing
scheme allows a secret 𝑆 to be split and stored at 𝑛 partici-
pants such that an adversary (1) can only reconstruct 𝑆 when
he/she has the pieces from at least 𝑡 participants; (2) cannot
gain any information about 𝑆 if he/she has pieces from less
than 𝑡 participants. Shamir’s secret sharing [27] is based on
polynomial interpolation. It works in two phases:

(1) share generation: The owner of the secret 𝑆 first selects
a random polynomial 𝑓 (𝑥) of degree 𝑡 − 1 to carry the secret
and generates secret shares 𝑆𝑖 = 𝑓 (𝑖), where 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛. It
then sends each 𝑆𝑖 to participant 𝑖 .
(2) share reconstruction: By collecting more than 𝑡 shares,

we can generate the original coefficients of the polynomial
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Figure 2: An illustration for InCV’s architecture. All
ground routers dispatch their configurations to agents
on the cloud. The agents then collectively run the
InCV’s secure multi-party computation (SMPC) proto-
col
and reconstruct the secret by the Lagrange Interpolation
method, as is shown in Equations (1) and (2). In the equations,
𝑡 stands for the secret sharing threshold, 𝑆 𝑗 stands for the
secret shares of the corresponding participant, and 𝑝 is a
prime number indicating the field of computation.

𝐿 𝑗 (𝑥) = Π𝑡
𝑖=0

𝑥 − 𝑖
𝑗 − 𝑖 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗); (1)

𝑓 (𝑥) = Σ𝑡𝑗=0𝑆 𝑗𝐿 𝑗 (𝑥) (2)

Data-oblivious computation. Data-oblivious computa-
tion [16, 24] is a key concept in building complex SMPC
algorithms. Given an algorithm, it is data-oblivious if and
only if given any input data, the sequence of operations of
this algorithm stays the same. Given an algorithm built ex-
clusively on SMPC primitives, if it is also data-oblivious, it
is also an SMPC algorithm [17]. Designing a data-oblivious
algorithm is non-trivial because most data structures are not
data-oblivious.
3 INCV DESIGN

Wenow present the design of InCV, an interdomain config-
uration verification system that enables operators of different
ASes to collaboratively determine whether their configura-
tions are correct while keeping their router configurations
private. For ease of exposition, we assume a one-big-switch
abstraction (i.e., one BGP router) for each AS.
3.1 Overview
Security model. InCV assumes a semi-honest security
model, where all ASes follow InCV’s workflow specifica-
tion but may collude to share information they obtain during
its execution [34]. This model is sufficient for multiple sce-
narios of interdomain routing, including commercial Inter-
net [18] and collaboration science networks where member

networks share resources to collaboratively conduct exascale
data transfers, storage, and analytics [11].
Architecture. Figure 2 presents the architecture of InCV.
Each participating AS deploys an agent containing its BGP
configurations in the cloud. The agents participate in the
InCV’s verification computation while keeping their con-
figurations private. An alternative design is to let each AS
deploy its agent in its local server and connect these local
servers. We choose the cloud for deploying ASes’ agents
instead for better scalability. Specifically, InCV adopts secure
multi-party computation for privacy-preserving verification,
which requires exchanging a large number of encrypted mes-
sages among agents. As such, deploying agents in a cloud
environment allows InCV to leverage the high bandwidth
and low latency of the cloud to improve its efficiency.
We choose to use the simulation-based verification ap-

proach (e.g., [14, 22, 25, 35]) in InCV, in which participating
ASes collaboratively compute the data plane of the interdo-
main network with their private BGP configurations and
examine the computed data plane to determine the correct-
ness of configurations. We do not use the SMT-based ap-
proach [6, 29] because it cannot encode paths compactly,
and checking the properties of paths (e.g., waypoint and
blacklist of ASes in AS paths) is important for interdomain
networks.
Workflow. The workflow of InCV is illustrated in Figure 2.
InCV provides an interface for operators from different ASes
to specify their requirements on AS paths as public infor-
mation. At the beginning of the verification, each AS locally
uses a modified version of Batfish [14] to transform its pri-
vate BGP configurations to a vendor-neutral intermediate
representation (IR). It then encodes the IR in the form of vec-
tors and matrices of integers and sends them to its own agent
as the input of DO-Simulation. This encoding is necessary
because vectors and matrices are data-oblivious data struc-
tures [20] but the original Batfish IR object is not. Note that
the transformation process from configurations to vector and
matrix formatted IR is conducted by each AS in plaintexts
individually.

After each agent receives such information from its corre-
sponding AS, they collaboratively execute a data-oblivious
simulation (DO-Simulation) algorithm to compute a secret
network data plane in an (IP prefix, AS path) mapping (i.e.,
no agent can independently know the network data plane)
without revealing their own IRs to any other agent. The
plaintext version of DO-Simulation is shown in Algorithm 1.
Afterward, agents continue to collaborate to execute a data-
oblivious data plane verification (DO-DPV) using the secret
network data plane computed by DO-simulation as the input
to verify whether the computed AS paths satisfy operator-
specified public requirements (e.g., reachability, waypointing,
and blacklisting).
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Algorithm 1: BGP Simulation
Input: Origin is the announcement node of the given

prefix, N is the set of nodes in the network
Output: Best path to the given prefix of each node
Init: ∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 : 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑛) ← Y, 𝑎𝑑𝑣 (𝑛) ← Y;
Init: ∀𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 −𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 : 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑛) ← ∅, 𝑎𝑑𝑣 (𝑛) ← ∅;
while true do

𝐸 ← {𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 | 𝑎𝑑𝑣 (𝑛) ≠ ∅} ;
if 𝐸 = ∅ then

𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 ;
end
𝑛 ← 𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒 (𝐸) ;
for each 𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟 ∈ 𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑠 (𝑛) do

𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠 ← Export(n,peer,adv(n)) ;
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠 ← Import(peer,n,exports) ;
𝑎𝑑𝑣 (𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟 ) ← Compare(best(peer),imports);

end
𝑎𝑑𝑣 (𝑛) ← ∅ ;

end

3.2 DO-Simulation: Data-Oblivious
Network Simulation

Wenow present DO-Simulation, a privacy-preserving data
plane simulation algorithm. The objective of DO-Simulation
is to let AS agents collectively simulate their BGP configu-
rations to compute a network data plane stored as a (𝑡, 𝑛)-
Shamir secret while keeping their configurations private.

A non-data-oblivious BGP simulation algorithm. Al-
gorithm 1 gives the details of this algorithm for a given
destination IP prefix. In the initial state, only the origin node
has an origination route to the given prefix. The origination
route will then be put into the advertisement list and later an-
nounced to corresponding neighbors. The main simulation
process runs after initialization. In each iteration, one node
whose advertisement list is not empty will be chosen. Then,
the node will send the route advertisements in the list to its
neighbors. The export and import functions filter out route
advertisements that can not be sent out or received. The com-
pare function compares the import routes with the current
best path. If the import route has higher priority according to
the route attributes, the best path and advertisement list will
update. There are two types of route advertisements. One is
for advertising the new best route to neighbors, and one is
for notifying neighbors of the failure of the old route, just
like what BGP does in reality. Finally, a converged state is
reached if all node’s advertisement lists are empty, meaning
all nodes have computed their best route to the given prefix.

Transforming Algorithm 1 to DO-Simulation. We ac-
complish this goal in two steps. First, we implement all basic
operations (i.e., addition, multiplication, and comparison)
in Algorithm 1 using 𝑛-party SMPC primitives based on

Algorithm 2: Oblivious PriorityCompare
Input: r1,r2 are two routes with the same origin
Output: a boolean value indicating whether r2 is more

preferred than r1
Function Oblivious-PriorityCompare():

𝐶0 = 𝑟1.𝑙𝑝.𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 (𝑟2.𝑙𝑝)
𝐶1 = 𝑟1.𝑙𝑒𝑛.𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 (𝑟2.𝑙𝑒𝑛)
𝐶2 = 𝑟1.𝑚𝑒𝑑.𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 (𝑟2.𝑚𝑒𝑑)
𝐶3 = 𝑟1.𝐼𝐷.𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 (𝑟2.𝐼𝐷)
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑠 =

(1 −𝐶0) ∗ 𝑟 .𝑙𝑝.𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛(𝑟2.𝑙𝑝)
+ 𝐶0 ∗ (1 −𝐶1) ∗ 𝑟1.𝑙𝑒𝑛.𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛(𝑟2.𝑙𝑒𝑛)
+ 𝐶0 ∗𝐶1 ∗ (1 −𝐶2) ∗ 𝑟1.𝑚𝑒𝑑.𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛(𝑟2.𝑚𝑒𝑑)
+ 𝐶0 ∗𝐶1 ∗𝐶2 ∗ (1 −𝐶3) ∗ 𝑟1.𝐼𝐷.𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛(𝑟2.𝐼𝐷)
return CompareRes;

Shamir’s secret sharing. Second, we make the control flow
of this algorithm data-oblivious. After these two steps, with
the security analysis in Secure-RAM [17], the overall algo-
rithm becomes an 𝑛-party SMPC algorithm that preserves
the private configurations of participating ASes.
A naive approach to make Algorithm 1 data-oblivious is

to apply oblivious random access machine (ORAM) tech-
nique [5] to it. However, it would result in high computation
and communication overhead due to the large amounts of
padding and obfuscation operations in ORAM. In contrast,
we transform Algorithm 1 to DO-Simulation with two key
designs.
First, we leverage domain knowledge during the simula-

tion to encode key data (e.g., route map, route announce-
ments, and RIBs) as vectors and matrices, which are data-
oblivious data structures. As such, subroutines of Algorithm 1
(e.g., 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 , 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒 and 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 ) can be rewritten as op-
erations of linear scans of these data structures. Second, for
each conditional statement (i.e., 𝑖 𝑓 ) in Algorithm 1, we let
DO-simulation execute both branches to ensure that the
execution of these statements is also data-oblivious. As an
example, we illustrate our design using the oblivious priority-
compare algorithm, a simple component in DO-Simulation
that decides which route has a higher priority, in Algorithm 2.
More examples of key components in DO-Simulation can be
found in our technical report [31]
Accelerating the simulation. Making an algorithm into
an SMPC version would cause high overhead. As such, we
leverage the design of FASTPLANE [22] to accelerate DO-
Simulation. The key idea is to let ASes with global optimal
route announcements send their updates first. For monotonic
networks, this design can generate the data plane efficiently
by choosing a proper propagation order. However, FAST-
PLANE can not be applied in networks that are not mono-
tonic. It is because the route withdrawal will occur when sim-
ulating according to the propagation order mentioned above
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and FASTPLANE does not implement the withdrawal opera-
tion. To support the non-monotonic networks, we implement
the route withdrawal operation on top of FASTPLANE. We
note that in rare cases, such as when each router prefers the
route with longer paths, this design may cause an efficiency
decrease. However, experiments under all our datasets show
that in most cases it can accelerate the simulation process
by reducing the frequency of route withdrawals.

Current limitations. As a proof of concept, we have not
yet included the implementation of more complex operations
(e.g., regular expression matching) in DO-Simulation. There
is no theoretical obstacle preventing us from doing that.
We will include these operations in our next version of the
prototype.
3.3 DO-DPV: Data-Oblivious Verification

After DO-Simulation computes a secret network data plane
in an (IP prefix, AS path) mapping that is stored by partici-
pating ASes’ agents as a (𝑡, 𝑛)-Shamir secret, the DO-DPV
algorithm verifies network properties (e.g., reachability, way-
pointing, blacklisting) using a DFS-based traversal algorithm
to traverse from source AS to the destination AS holding the
destination IP prefix. To accelerate DO-DPV, we construct
an (IP-prefix, integer) mapping before the whole verification
process starts. As such, DO-DPV does not need to perform
any IP-prefix matching but only integer comparison. We will
include IP-prefix matching in DO-DPV to handle verification
queries on more specific IP prefixes.
3.4 Security Analysis

The security property of InCV follows the standard SMPC
analysis under the semi-honest securitymodel: the privacy of
BGP configurations of 𝑛 participating ASes will be preserved
as long as less than 𝑛/2 ASes are corrupted.
4 EVALUATION

In this section, we target at showing the capability of InCV.
We achieve this by making 3 comparisons. First, we make a
comparison between InCV and its clear-text version (an im-
plementation that does rely on SMPC) to show the overhead
of SMPC. With this, we can also evaluate the feasibility of
InCV. Second, we make a comparison between InCV and the
verification tool Batfish [14] to evaluate if InCV can generate
correct verification results while preserving privacy. Finally,

we make a comparison on InCV before and after optimiza-
tion. And the result suggests that our optimizations greatly
improve efficiency in monotonic networks.
Testbed. We implemente our system on MP-SPDZ [21], a
versatile framework for multi-party computation. And all the
experiments are run on a Linux server with kernel version
5.4.0 and two Intel Xeon Silver 4210R 2.40GHz CPUs and
128GB of DDR4 DRAM.
Dataset. We use 27 synthesized networks ranging from 6
to 32 nodes as datasets. For each topology, we synthesize
configurations of each node that meets initial connection
requirements using NetComplete [12]. All configurations are
written in Cisco’s IOS language.

Overhead of SMPC in InCV. To illustrate the overhead
of SMPC in InCV, we additionally compose our clear-text
verifier in Java by implementing our Algorithm 1 in the nat-
ural way (where the solver collects all configurations and
run the simulation on the parsed intermediate representa-
tions). Figure 3 shows the running time for both verifiers.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the global data sent and rounds
of communication for InCV on networks scaling up to 32
ASes. The results show that achieving data-oblivious SMPC
in interdomain verification is quite costly in time, as agents
have to communicate hundreds of thousands of times on
end. However, for smaller topologies, the overhead is still
acceptable, at ∼52 minutes for 32 ASes.
Accuracy. To confirm the accuracy of Algorithm 1, we com-
pare the results of both InCV and its clear-text version with
that of Batfish [14]. For all 27 networks, the verifiers generate
consistent results with Batfish [14].
The performance of simulation optimization. To show
the effect of the optimization technique based on FAST-
PLANE. We also make a comparison between the InCV be-
fore and after optimization on the synthesized networks. The
comparison is plotted in Figure 6. It shows that ∼19% accel-
eration has been achieved for the network with 32 ASes, due
to fewer route withdrawals and fewer iterations during the
simulation. However, some extra experiments for networks
with complicated policies are required to better understand
the capability of this optimization.
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5 DISCUSSION
We discuss several open research questions in regard to

interdomain network configuration verification.
Scaling the verification. The preliminary evaluation of
InCV shows that it may take up to 3089 seconds (i.e., 51 min-
utes) to verify an interdomain network of 32 ASes. In con-
trast, real-world interdomain networks have a larger scale,
e.g., the LHC science network has over 150 ASes and the In-
ternet has over 60 thousand ASes. As such, for interdomain
network configuration to be practical, we need to design
optimizations to scale verification computation for larger
networks. One direction toward this goal is to improve both
DO-Simulation and DO-DPV by designing a customized and
more-efficient SMPC protocol. A second approach is to de-
sign a more compact encoding of BGP configurations, e.g.,
increase the level of abstraction of BGP route attributes [8],
without compromising the correctness of the verification.
In addition, whether certain intermediate results can be re-
vealed during the verification without affecting the privacy-
preserving of ASes’ BGP configuration is also a possible way
to improve the system’s scalability.
Supporting more complex BGP route attributes and
interdomain network properties. As a proof of concept
of interdomain network configuration verification, InCV as-
sumes that route reachability equals forwarding reachability
and only implements limited BGP route attributes (e.g., lo-
cal preference). As such, how to verify interdomain BGP
configurations containing policies on more complex BGP
route attributes (e.g., community, multiple exit discriminator,
and AS set) is one of our ongoing investigations. In addi-
tion, we are also looking into how to extend DO-Simulation
with the symbolic route [32, 35] to efficiently verify network
properties under k-link-failure scenarios.
Incremental configuration verification. The current de-
sign of InCV does not support incremental verification. As
such, when an AS wants to update its configurations, InCV
has to rerun DO-simulation and DO-DPV from scratch to
verify the interdomain network, which is time-consuming
and may not be necessary. How to verify network configu-
rations incrementally is an important yet not well-studied
question for both interdomain networks and single-domain
networks. DNA [36] takes a first step toward incremental
network configuration verification. However, extending it
to a privacy-preserving interdomain setting may be difficult
because DNA builds its simulation on datalog, a program-
ming paradigm whose extensibility for secure multi-party
computation is still less understood. The approach we are
currently studying is to extend DO-Simulation to an incre-
mental setting. The critical challenge of this approach lies in
how to store and access the intermediate results in a privacy-
preserving yet efficient way.

Incremental deployment. Similar to interdomain routing
protocols, incremental deployment is also a critical chal-
lenge for interdomain network configuration verification.
Although we present the design of InCV assuming the par-
ticipation of all ASes in an interdomain network, InCV sup-
ports incremental deployment. For example, some ASes can
use InCV to collaboratively verify network properties that
only involve themselves by treating other neighboring ASes’
route announcements as external variables. After other ASes
witness the efficacy of InCV in preventing interdomain con-
figuration errors, they may be more willing to participate in
the operation of InCV.
Stronger security models. Although we believe that the
semi-honest security model adopted in designing InCV is
sufficient for normal operations of interdomain networks,
where operators are willing to help each other prevent net-
work errors, verifying interdomain network configurations
under stronger security models [10] (e.g., malicious adver-
saries and covert adversaries model) is still an important and
practical research question in security-critical scenarios such
as financial networks. We plan to study this issue after we
address other open questions discussed earlier.
6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we advocate that interdomain network con-
figuration verification is an important and emerging research
area. We take a first step to bring privacy to network con-
figuration verification and design InCV, an interdomain net-
work configuration verification system where participating
ASes’ configurations are private. By leveraging SMPC, InCV
achieved privacy-preserving configuration verification in a
complicated interdomain network. Experiments show that
InCV can verify an interdomain network of 32 ASes with rea-
sonable computation and communication overhead. This pre-
liminary work shed light on many open research questions
such as scalability, incremental verification, and stronger
security guarantee of interdomain network configuration
verification.
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